
ϼӓᅽ۴ܫѦࠝࠁਹ 
WEDDINGS BY SHANGRI-LA QIANTAN, SHANGHAI



�wedding banquet

z Ԇ݀ᛙӾୗោܔ
 Chef’s selection of Chinese set menu

z Ԇ᷌ᬨᷧڹኝߝҁೲڊଅכᦤՈහጱ1/3ᰁ׀҂
� ᰦ̵ᷴᷴຎړ30ڹᷧ݊
 Themed welcome desserts (quantity based on 1/3 
 guarantee) with 30-minute free flow of soft drinks and 
 juices before banquet

z ଅᳵ3ੜᷴා̵ຎ̵ࠧᯌᷴ݊
� ྯໟ1ኒମᕁ។ᯌ
 3-hour free flow of soft drinks, juices, local beer 
 and one bottle of house wine per table

z ᔜᗦᤰ᷶ᢓᔤ݊ܔ੶ԲᏻẌংᢓᔤ
 Decorated wedding cake and 5-pond single layer milk cake

z ᨟ḕདྷर݊ḕདྷᯌӞኒ
 Luxury champagne tower and one bottle of champagne

�venue

z ࢺໟẌᜰᗝ
 Round table centerpieces set-up

z տܱᥤލᶪߥᦡ॓݊Ἀᷚظ
 Audio and video equipment and microphones

z տܱᄶطಭը݊
 Laser projector and screen

z տܱݵᶮᅌ᭄ྯطໟࢺໟӾஞ
 Spotlight in the center of each round table over the ceiling

z ෛু۸ঊਰ
 Bridal room

z ᧗ૼ (ྯໟ5ॺ)
 Wedding invitation (5 sets per table)

z ਮᓋݷᓾ
 Guest signature book

z ୮෭ᶎ֖عᩇ؊
 Ground floor parking on wedding day

z ୮෭ӥପ؊ڭҁྯໟ1ୟ҂
 Underground parking on wedding day (1 voucher per table)

ෛՈ�for the couple

z Ӥၹڹᄅḕ໒᯾َᐞᩈᐑӞղ
 Wedding gift from Shangri-La Qiantan, Shanghai

z مڹՈᦶោҁᵱڹᶼᦈ҂
 Food tasting for 6 pax prior to wedding day
  (advance reservation is required)

z ෛুᩂঀᓕਹ๐ۓ
 Female butler service for bride

z ୮ภ֘ف᨟ॺ಄Ӟภ
 ҁތ಄ᗝེ݊෭ڹḕՈᛔۗᷧ҂
 One-night stay in a Executive Suite (including 
 wedding room set-up and breakfast for two)

z ḕ໒᯾ዌՈዌᑕӞེҁ45ړᰦ҂
 Spa treatment for two persons (45 mins)

z ᶼᦈGardenLab֢ԅ୮෭ᐑၝ҅
� Ձ8.5ರսణݢ
 Book wedding after party at GardenLab to get 15% off

ᶼਧ300ՈզӤ᷐ݢक़Ձአզӥᐑ᭬ғ
Additional benefits for a booking of 300 guests and above:

z սضᶼᦈၠ࿔ᜰࢮਧ܄ऒ֢ԅಁक़ᐑըୗ܄�
�ҁضکض҅ӧތᗝ҂
 Book wedding ceremony at Qyard designated area in     
 priority (first come first serve, excluding set-up)

z ᢓᔤ܋ᕆᛗܔ੶܈ᏻẌংᢓᔤ
 Wedding cake upgraded to 10-pond single layer milk 
 cake

z ᶼᦈտܱࢴਧाୗLEDय़҅ݢՁ5ರսణ
    Book built-in LED wall screen at ballroom to get 50% off

ԇَ
indulgence

ྯໟՈ࿆૰12,888زҁ10֖҂
RMB 12,888 per table (10 persons)

z զӤհ໒૪۱ތ๐ۓᩇ݊ᑗᩇ҅10ໟ᩸ᦈ̶
    Inclusive of service charge and tax. Minimum order of 10 tables is required.



ḕփz Ԕ�A

ੜᏮࡅكᬨܖ���؍จṛᆙᬨ֯ك
Eight Treasures - Appetizer Combination

ḕ᭬ᩮὄଣፘ᭞���ဩهᥜ᠗ὄᡲḕདྷᜡॊ⦉
Braised French Blue Lobster with Creamy Cheese 

ᰂᣪᚸᑮᐰჿ݇���Ἆရឿߥᣪᅜᬠ݇ҁ֖Ӥ҂
Double Boiled Sea Cucumber, Mushrooms and Sea Whelk Soup 
(Per Person)

ᰂဉቊਪᨀ๏���ᰂဉ⦉ቊਪ
Sauteed Dungeness Crab with Golden Garlic and Minced Bread

ẃᗔᲤᕽ֯؍౮���ᰂᱷ᠄य़ᬳẌẃṺ
Steamed Dalian Abalone with Soya Sauce, Leek and Garlic 

ᜰᩃᇍᬩ���XOᯜਞ໒ේᵪᜰᇍᙂ
Sauteed Angus Beef with XO sauce

ᐰᐭᡡᛩᆽမ���ଗ૬ឿᯜ᠉ᘌᡡ
Steamed Tiger Grouper with Homemade Chili Sauce 

ሁሠታቖ���Ⴔṛᔇሁৼ१ࡅࢺ์
Lion Head - Double boiled Meat Ball with Crab Meat in 
Superior Broth

ቨቴᰂӴᨏễ���ᡩកឿಐեᠩ
Wok-fried Seasonal Vegetable with Cordyceps Fungus

ᲤᕽԦ࣡ॠ౮ࡅ���ՋᲤឿၹẌಛᅙᷳ
Yangzhou Fried Rice with Seafood and Mushroom

ᬄᄅᜋᗦᅩڹ���ᄅڹᬄྲᘊฉ
Chinese Petit Four

ଚឰ໘ຒḕ���๙ኈᕁຒᵪឰ໘ᚂ
Sweetened Peach Gum with Snow Lotus, Red Date and Papaya

ᐣᗦຎ൭ጯଙ���ଫᜓẌຎᖀᜱἻݴ
Selection of Fresh Seasonal Fruit Platter

ḕփz ԔB

ੜᏮࡅكᬨܖ���؍จṛᆙᬨ֯ك
Eight Treasures - Appetizer Combination

ḕ᭬ᩮὄᆽᖍᳩ���ဩهᥜ᠗ὄᡲӤ⦉
Braised French Blue Lobster

ຂᒓẃᛩఘྲᚂ���ຂᒓᒡẃᣪᅜᜰᚂҁ֖Ӥ҂
Double Boiled Fish Maw, Sea Whelk, Matsutake and Bamboo 
Pith Soup (Per Person)

ᯌḕᨀ๏���ᴯܭݳ ଙᜰᵦ᠉ຂݨ
Steamed Snow Crab with Aged Chinese Rice Wine

ẃᗔᲤᕽᐰჿ݇���ẃጳᡲᔆय़ၹ݇
Sauteed Sea Cucumber with Abalone Sauce

ᜉᖭࡅᕮᇍᬩ���ਞ໒ේᇍᙃṋᅝᅷ
Smoked and Grilled Angus Beef Rib

ᐰᐭၹᛩᆽမ���៵ရܻޱ᠉ၹᎪ
Steamed Grouper with Spring Onion Oil

ốỎᰂᵃຎ���ᰂᵃຎ๙ݵᅹᅷọ
Roasted Duck, Nanjing Style

ጮሳቨቴᨏễ���ᒓᒡᙂಐեᠩ
Poached Seasonal Vegetable with Crab Meat and Bamboo Pith

Ფᕽሳሾॠ౮ࡅ���ՋᲤẌᡲಛᅙᷳ
Yangzhou Fried Rice with Shrimp

ᬄᄅᜋᗦᅩڹ���ᄅڹᬄྲᘊฉ
Chinese Petit Four

ଚឰጯଙݳ���༡ḕឰৼጯݳᅜ໘ᚂ
Sweetened Peach Gum, Lily Bulb and Lotus Seed with 
Coconut Milk 

ᐣᗦຎ൭ጯଙ���ଫᜓẌຎᖀᜱἻݴ
Selection of Fresh Seasonal Fruit Platter

z զӤհ໒૪۱ތ๐ۓᩇ݊ᑗᩇ҅10ໟ᩸ᦈ̶
    Inclusive of service charge and tax. Minimum order of 10 tables is required.

ោܔ
menu

ྯໟՈ࿆૰12,888زҁ10֖҂
RMB 12,888 per table (10 persons)



上海前灘香格裡拉
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